Multi-Function Current Protection

1) RTXP 8
2) RTXP 22H
3) RXHL 411
4) RXME 18

1) 2) Binary input, programmable
3) 7) Relay outputs 1-5, programmable function
8) Loss of auxiliary voltage

Programmable functions for binary inputs:
- Blocking/enabling (b, h, s, t, m, n, l, n, l, n)
- Thermal reset 0, breaker failure external start;
  alternative settings; reset of LED indications.

Programmable functions for binary outputs:
- Start and trip (b, h, s, t, m, n, l, n, l, m);
- Thermal alarm 0, thermal trip 0;
- Breaker failure re-trip; breaker failure back-up trip;
  alternative settings; in service.

Binary input options:
- Circuit-breaker closed; circuit-breaker ready;
  blocking of autoreclosing; autoreclosing external on.

Binary output options:
- Autoreclosing on; autoreclosing ready;
  autoreclosing started;
  autoreclosing pulse to circuit-breaker;
  autoreclosing unsuccessful; intentional overreach trip.